Two protocols for reliable multicast in a multiprocessor system are presented. The protocols use mailboxes located in common memory to exchange messages, instead of relying on communication channels. The mailboxes are replicat.ed for reliability.
Introduction
Multiprocessor systems often offer broadcast and multicast services. Broadcast enables a processor to send a Inessage to every other processor in the system. Multicast is similar, but limits the distribution to a specified subset of processors, a multicast group. When multiprocessor systems need fault tolerance in order to work reliably, these services are also required to be reliable, i.e. they should guarantee delivery despite failures such as message loss and processor crashes. As it is virtua.lly impossible to ensure receipt of a message by a failed destination, a broad-or multicast is called reliable if it delivers a message either at every intact (i.e. non-failed) destination, or at none at all. In order to exclude the trivial solution of refusing to receive any message, it is also required that if the sender is intact, its messages will be received by every intact destination.
In addition to reliability, broadcast and multicast services usually provide some form of message ordering. Garcia-Molina a.nd Spauster [Garc89J distinguish three types of ordering. In order of increa.sing strength these a.re single source ordering, multiple source ordering and total ordering. Single source ordering ca.n be estahlished easily by numbering messages at the sender. However, many applications demand stronger ordering. Multiple source ordering and total ordering are ha.rder to achieve, and at. higher overhead cost..
In this paper, two prot.ocols for reliable mult.icast are presented. Not only are the protocols required to be reliable, they must also impose multiple source ordering on the messages. This inlplies that all lHembers of a given multicast group receive incoming messages in the saIne order, even when these have originated from several senders. Total ordering is considered too strong for general use, since it requires a.n ordering of messages between different (possibly unrelated) groups.
In addition, t.he protocols are intended to work in a harr! real-time system. In such a system, the correctness of a computation depends not. only on its logical result, but also on the time at which it is delivered. Each computa.tion is a.ccompa,nied by a deadline, which must be met at all cost, because violation of a deadline has catastrophic consequences. As a result of these deadlines, services in a. ha.rd real-time system are required to have a bounded completion time: there lllust be a known maximum delay between the invocation and the completion of a service.
Thus, our protocols for reliable multicast must satisfy the following prot.ocol requirements:
Requirement Several algorithms for relia.ble broad-and 111ult.icast are known fro111 t.he literature. 1 Chang and Maxemchuk [Chan84J used a. ccntral processor called the token site, which gathers all lIn some publica.tions, the term atomic is Ilsed instead of reliable. 1 messages, imposes a total ordering, and redistributes them. In case the central site fails, a token-passing protocol is used to elect a new central site. Birman and Joseph [Birm87] devised a fully decentralized protocoL working in two phases. In the first phase a message is disseminated to all processors and acknowledged, in the second phase a total order is established, after which the messages can be delivered to their destinations. Cristian et al. [Cris89] developed a broadcast protocol for syst,ems with bounded communication delays. Theil' protocol is based on message diffusion, which poses no demands on network topology. Timestamps on the Inessages, read from synchronized clocks, supply a total ordering. These algorithms were all designed for distributed systems, where the only way to exchange information between processors is by sending messages along communication channels. By contrast, the protocols presented here address the problem for multiprocessor systems with common memory, as is the case for the Dependable Distributed Operating System (DEDOS, [Stok92] ). Inside the multiprocessor a block of memory is allocated for communication purposes; senders can a.ccess it to deposit their messages, which receivers ca.n then read. This concept is known as a mailbox. The most important advanta.ge of using mailboxes over message-passing COll11l1Ullication is location independence: senders only need to know the location of the mailbox, in order to reach the receivers. This facilitates the implementation of process Inigratioll and dynalnic group membership.
Unfortunately, using mailboxes also has an important disadvantage: it introduces reliability problems, because a mailbox forms a single point of failure. If the part of memory that the mailbox is located in fails, the messages stored in that part of memory are lost. It is likely that these messages have already been read by some destinations, but not by others. Therefore, requirelnent 1 is not met.
The protocols presented here solve these reliahility problems by replicating the mailbox. A mailbox consists of a number of replicates, called copies. Senders store their message in each copy. It is assumed that it is possible to locate the copies in separate parts of common memory, so that their failure probabilities are independent. Thus, the probability that a message is irretrievably lost can be reduced to a negligible value by increasing the number of copies.
The protocols differ in the classes of failure that they can tolerate. The first protocol assumes that only crash failures occur. The second protocol is an extension of the first; it can also handle timing failures.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sectioll 2 lists the assumptions about the distributed system for which the protocols are intended. In Section 3, the protocols are described. In Section 4, the performa.nce of the protocols is discussed, and a comparison with existing protocols is Inade. Possible extellsions of the protocols are discussed in a.n a.ppendix.
2 System architecture and failure assumptions In this section, the system requirements are listed. They describe the hardware, operating system services, a.nd failure assumptions tha.t a.re needed for a. correct functioning of the protocols.
2.1 Hardware . The system hardware consists of a number of processing elements called processors. Each processor contains one CPU, private memory to store local data, a real-time clock, and some 2 interface hardware. The systelll conta.ins COIllmon memory, with every melnory cell being accessible from each processor. Access to common memory is governed by an arbitration mechanisln, ensuring fairness and avoiding collisions. Typically~ basic operations on memory, such as reading/writing one cell are executed in a serial order, so that memory access of one processor does not interfere with others.
Operating system services
On each processor a number of application processes are located. The processes run concurrently, and are identified by a system-wide unique process identifier (PID). Each processor also runs an operating system kernel. The kernels on all processors cooperate to provide system services. An application process issues calls to the local kernel to ask for system services.
Our protocols assume the presence of t.hree services: clock synchronization, mailbox server, and process membership.
The clock synchronization service provides closely synchronized clocks. The clocks on any pail' of intact processors in the system differ hy less tha.1I a fixed maximum £. Clock values are monotonic and increasing, i.e. subsequent readings of a clock yield different, higher values.
The mailbox service controls the creation and relIloval of mailboxes, a.nd the access of processes to these Inailboxes. Every mailbox ha.s a. system-wide unique name. A process that wants access to a. Inailbox, performs a. call to the mailbox server: which returns a reference to the Inailbox. "Vhen cOlnmunication is no longer needed, the process disconnects from the mailbox. Although this service is closely related to the multicast protocols, the algorithms underlying its functioning are beyond the scope of t.his paper (d. [Dijk92] ).
The process member'ship service is responsible for gathering and redistributing information on start, termination and failure of processes. The multicast protocols, rather tha.n diagnosing and treating failures themselves, transfer information on det.ected failures to the membership service [Clae92].
Failure hypothesis
Failure classification Any algorithm that claims to be functioning in the presence of failures will have to specify the type and number of failures it. can tolcrate. For this purpose, we adopt the failure classification given in [Cris91], which is sunllnaTized below.
Each system component is required to respond t.o inputs in a way that. is consistent with its specification. This specification prescribes uot. ouly the out.put that should be given, but also the time interval in which the output should be delivered. If the behavior of a component is according to its specification, it is caUed illtacl. Ot.herwise, a. failure has occurred; the component is said to have failed.
An omission failure occurs when a component does not. respond to an input. If, after a first omission failure, it also does not respond to subsequent input.s until it is restarted, it is said to suffer a cm,sh failure. A timing failure occurs when the response is functiona.lly correct, but: given outside the time int.erval specified. If the response is given too ea.rly, we speak of an early timing failure, if it is too late we have it. performance fa;lure. A response failure occurs when the response is incorrect, either in t,he output va.lue, or in the state transition.
When a component exhibits only crash failures, it is called jClil-silent: either its output is correct, or it does not give any output at a.ll, a.nd remains silent until restart.
The classes of cra.sh, omission, timing and response fa.ilures are~ in this order, of increasing generality. Algorithms tolerant of such failures will have increasing cost and complexity in the same order.
Failure hypothesis vVe can now state our assumptions about the failures that the protocols can tolerate.
• Processors in the system Inay suffer crash or timing fa.ilures.
• Application processes and the operating system kernel on a processor ma.y also fail. A processor or kernel failure is taken to be equivalent to the failure of all processes located on that processor. A process fa,ilure does not affect other processes.
• Common memory is assumed to be fail-silent. The memory is assumed to be subdivided into modules, in such a way that the modules have independent failure probabilities. Memory failures must be detectable by processes reading it: if a read operation on common memory by a process is nnsuccessful, the process is notified of a crash (e.g. by means of an exception mechanism). Snbsequent reads from any processor to that module yield the same result.
It is assumed that there is an upper bound to the time that is needed for a read or write in C0111mon Inel11ory, regardless of whether the memory is inta.ct or not.
• It is assumed that at most .f copies of a mailbox fail. Thus, if more than .f copies are created, it is certain that at least one of thenl remains intact.
Protocol description
In this section, the multicast protocols arc described. The first protocol is capable of handling processor crash fajlures, but is not tolera.nt of processor ti1ning failures. The second protocol also tolerates timing failures. But to begin: we introduce some notations and definitions.
A multicast group is a subset of the set: of processes in the system. A message sent to a multicast group must be received by each intact process that is a member of that group. The exchange of messages is done through a mailbox M. The mailbox is replicated; it consists of n copies, with n > .f so that at least one copy will remain intact (since by assumption at most .f copies fail). The n copies of M are denoted by M " M 2 , ... , loin. An arbitrary copy is indicated by Mi. Mi can be either intact or failed. Since every multica.st group has exactly one 11lailbox, we l11ay alternately spea.k of ~~ll1ailbox:' and "multicast group" to indicate the same object. In the remainder of this paper, a mailbox will denote a set. of copies.
A process t.hat is a. member of the llIulticast. group is called a receiver. The number of receivers (the size of the multicast grollI') is denot.ed by N. [t is assumed that at most t of these receivers have experienced a. failure.
A sender is a process that is able t.o send messages to the Illult.icast group. A sender is not necessarily also a. receiver: any process can become a sender, by asking the l11ailbox server for a reference to the mailbox.
A send operation consists of writ,jllg a message into the mailbox by a sender. Likewise, a receive is done by a. receiver reading the next message from the mailbox. After reading it, the receiver decides on the messa.ge: it ma.y either accept or reject it. Rejection occurs. when the receiver regards the message as invalid, otherwise the message is accepted.
General characteristics
Availability-flag Senders write their messages into each copy, so that a message remains present in the mailbox despite the cra.shofaU but one of the copies. However, it is also necessary that receivers do not a.ccept a. messa.ge that is present. in a. copy unless it is certain that the message has been written in fill copies. To signal this, each message is tagged with an availability flag (a.. flag). The sender first writes the message ill every copy, and then sets all a-flags. If a receiver finds an a·flag set, the message is guaranteed to remain available to later receivers, so that it can safely be accepted.
Time bounds T'he1'e are upper bounds 011 execution t.imes for opera.tions on one copy. We define the following constants: These are the times needed for collipleting an operation on a single copy. Based on these constants, it is possible to derive upper bounds for the execution time of operations on the whole lnailbox. These constants a.re ~s and .6.)' for a. send alld receiYe operation, respectively. Two more requirements must be met for the existence of these upper bounds. First, processes must not be preempted during the execution of an operation. Second, there must be a. ma.ximum message size, as sending a.nd receiving involves copying of the message contents to and frorn common memory.
Ordered copies Basically, the copies of the ma,ilbox a.re organized a.s a chain. Anyoperation on the mailbox is first executed on JliJ, then on to M 2 , and so on.
The nUll1ber of copies is constant; the copies are crea.ted and aHocated at mailbox creation time, and no new copies a.re added thereaJtel'. Copies may crash: but. are not replaced.
Timestamps Each message in the queue is accompanied by a timestamp. The timestamp indicates the time at which the Send operation started. The sender reads it from its local clock. Messages are placed in the queue in the order of their timestamp. The sender PID is added as a suffix, to brea.k ties in case two timestamps are eqnal.
Receivers use the timestamp to determine \vhether a certain Hlessage ca.n already be read: they a,re only allo\ved to read it if the timestamp is "old enough", i.e. if the sending should have been cornpleted. This can be seen by t.he timestamp: a message with tinlestamp 7 can be read if the local clock on the receiver is past time T + .c., + f. Decision field and decision flags To ensure unanimity of decisions, each message in the queue has a decision, field. Once a receiver It('lS taken a fmal decision, this decision is written into the decision field. The atomicity of writing this field (in a single copy) guarantees a consistent decision by all intact receivers.
Additionally, every message is accompanied by a list of decision flags (d-flags). There is one d·flag for every receiver in the multicast group. The flag signals that the corresponding receiver has read the message and decided upon it. The d-flags serve two purposes. First, to ·5 signal that a message has been read by all receivers. so that it can be safely removed. Second, to enable recovery actions in case of a receiver crash (see Section 3.3.2).
Separate reading and deciding Taking a decision about a message is decoupled from reading the message data. Receivers first decide upon the luessage, and write this decision into the appropriate data structures in every copy. After that, they can start reading the message data itself.
This has the advantage that the latter task, which may involve copying large amounts of data to private memory, is only execu t.ed on one copy. This may be postponed until a convenient time. It is guaranteed that the message will remain available in the mailbox, because receivers set the d-flag only after they have read the message.
Buffer size At present, the size of the mailbox buffers (i.e the amount of memory available for all data) is assumed to be sufficient, so that no buffer overflow will occur. For a further discussion, see Section 3.3.2.
Data structures
The following data structures are used by bot.h protocols.
• Each copy of the mailbox contains a receiver list, containing the PIDs of the receivers that form the multicast group, aud a message queue, containing the messages in transmission.
• An entry in the Inessa.ge queue consists of:
The sender PID.
The timestamp.
The decision field D.
A list of d-flags, one for each receiver in the multicast group, indicating that the receiver has decided upon t.he message.
The a-flag, indicating whether the sending of the message has been completed.
The message data.
The decision field and the flags contain values from the set {J., 0, I}, where 1. means undefined. For D and the d-ftags: a. yalue of 0 mea.ns that the message has been rejected, and when the flag is 1 the message IVas accepted. An a-flag is 1 if the sender has completed the writing, and 0 if the sender has sta.rted but not (yet) finished. An a.-flag is never set to 1-.
• Each connected process stores the loca.tions of a.ll copies of t.he ma.ilbox. The copies are ordered, and this ordering is the same in every sender or receiver. Additionally, each receiver stores the timestamp of the most recent lues sage it has read, to decide which messa.ge to read next. 3.3 First protocol
Protocol description
Send procedure Sending a. messa.ge consists of two pha.ses. First, the process determines the timestal11p, and inserts the messa.ge into the queue of each copy. D is initialized to .1., and a d-flag is crea.ted for every receiver in the receiver list. The message is at first marked as not available (i.e. the a-flag is cleared). Second, when every mailbox copy has been written, the sender sets the a-flag in each copy. Receive procedure "Vhen a receiver is ready to receive the next l11essage, it checks the message queue in the first intact copy. If there are no new messages, it waits for a certain period 5, then checks again. When it has found an unread message, the receiver has to decide upon the message. First, it checks if the decision field has already been set by another receiver. If this is the case, that decision is followed. Otherwise, the decision is based upon the state of the a-flag. If the a-flag is set, the sender has completed writing the message in all copies, and the message is accepted. If the a-flag is cleared, the sender must have crashed before it could finish writing, and the message is rejected.
The receiver stores the decision in a local variable (firstD), and writes it in the decision field in all subsequent intact copies.
If it has decided to accept, it Illay read the message, After that, the receiver sets the d-flag according to the decision, in every copy. If aU other d-flags have also been set, all receivers have read the lnessage, and so it is removed by the receiver. The Receive procedure has a timed execution: a fixed time interval of Dd is reserved for each copy. After an operations on a copy have been done, the receiver waits until the end of the interval.
Notice that if a. copy is found to have failed, an extra time delay of E is introduced. This is done to avoid race conditions. Consider the following scenario: a seneler crashes after setting the a-flag in ]VI , . The first receiver reads the message, a.ncl decides to accept it. Just after that decision, M, crashes. A second receiver notices the crash. If no delay were introduced, this second receiver luight "overta.ke" the first one, and decide to reject the luessage (since the a-flag was not set in M2)'
If an d-flags a.re set, the receiver removes the message. The check and the subsequent remove action should be done atomically. Otherwise, if several receivers execute this at the same tilne, a message may be ren10ved more tha.n once, or not a.t all.
Garbage collection
So far, the treatment of failures has not been discussed. Although the occurrence of a process or melllory crash does not directly enda.nger the consistency of a. mailbox, it could result in buffer overflow, if no mcasures are taken. If a receiver crashes, not all d-fiags will be set, so that messages could rcma.in in the mailbox indefinitely. Moreover, the receiver is still in the receiver list, causing the sanle problem to occur for on cOIning messages. As there is no timeout for receivers, the protocol can not detect a crash. It relies on other sources for reports of receiver crashes.
The task of garbage collection, i.e. the release of buffer space that is no longer necessary, is left to the mailbox server. If a receiver crash is reported, the mailbox server updates the receiver list, marking the receiver as crashed. Then it sets the d-flag in all messages in the queue that were not yet read by the receiver. 2 The size of buffers in the mailbox needs to be adapted to the message load and the speed of crash detection in the system, so tha.t the probability of buffer overflow is negligibly low.
Correctness of the first protocol
Theorem 1 The first protocol satisfies the four requirements oJ consensus, validity, ordering and bounded time.
Proof:
Consensus: Let it and B be receivers that have both completed the receiving of a message.
Let 111x and 111y be the first intact copies that they found, i.e. in which their decision was made, and let x :s y without loss of generality. We distinguish six cases:
1. A and B both base their decision upon the a-flag, and x = y. vVhen the receivers start reading a message, the sender has either completed the sending, or crashed. Either way, the value of the a-flag does not change thereafter. Both receivers take the same decision.
it and B both base their decision upon the a-flag, lind .~ < y.
This is an impossibility: n found that .Al x had crashed, and thus must have accessed it after it did (since A fOllnd the copy intact). According to the algorithm, B introdnced a.n extra delay a.nd therefore accessed My after A (or another receiver) had written its decision in the decision field in Al y • B mnst follow A's decision.
A bases its decision upon the a-.flag, B upon the decision field, (lnd x :s y.
B follows the decision that. wa.s writt.en in the decision field by it or by another receiver C, which took the same decision as A (case 1).
it bases its decision upon (,he decision field. B upon the a-flag, (lnd .~ < y.
By an argument analogous to case 2, this can be shown to be impossible.
A and B both base their decision upon the deci8ion field, and x = y.
Once a value has been writt.en into the decision field, it is not overwritten. Both receivers ta.ke the same decision.
it (lnd B both base their' decision upon the decision field, (lnd x < y.
B follows the decision that was written in the decision field by it or by another receiver C, which took the sa.me decision as A.
Va.lidity: If the sender is intact, it will cOlllplete t.he Send opera.tion within 6 s time units.
Therefore, all receivers start reading after the a-flag has been set; the message will be accepted.
2These actions are similar to the execnt,ion of fl. Leaye operat.ion, as described in Appendix A.l.
Ordering: Messages are stored in the 'lueue, and read from it, in the order of their timestamps.
Because of the receive delay of 6, + ( after the timestamp, it is not possible that while one Inessage is being read, another one with a.n ea.rlier timestamp is inserted in the queue. In this way, a fast receiver can effectively block all communication in a multicast group. This is especially a probleln when process replication is used as a means of increasing the relia,bility. Multicast communication would be ideally suited to distribute the input to the process among the replicas. However, if communication can be inhibited by a timing failure of a single replica, the replication would be useless.
The ca.use underlying this deficiency is that. in the first protocol, a. receiver is not required to read a message within a. certa.in time int.erval after the sending. It. may start receiving at any titne. As a consequence, it is una.hle to det.ermine \\ .. hether another receiver is too fast (a,nd has failed), or is intact (but started receiving at an earlier time). In the latter case, the decisions should be the saIne, in the former, the decision of the first receiver can be ignored.
If the Receive procedure is to be modified to tolerate timing fa.ilures, the starting procedure should be coordinated. That is, intact receivers must start receiving a message with timestamp T before time T+C, for some constant c. One way to achieve this is to let receivers periodically poll the Inessa.ge queue for Hew messages. Another way is by using an off-line schedule, as found in the DEDOS system. Such a schedule prescribes the times at which operations must be sta,rted, so that it is known beforeha.nd when a send operation should be completed. Our algorithm is valid for both approaches. In t.he description below, let l' be the "polling delay", i.e. the lua.xinlluTI tilne for a. receiver to detect the presence of a message. If an off-line schedule is used, 1'=0.
Quorum The idea behind the second protocol is to use a quo,.um. Receivers take a tentative decision, based on the a-flag. They write this decision in common memory, and increase a counter. After a sufficient nUlnbcr of receivers has done so, the decision is finaL Late receivers simply follow this decision.
The lllillimal size J1. of a quorulll [or the second protocol is a majority of the receivers:
The protocol is only correct if a. quorum conta.ins at least one intact receiver, i.e. t < It.
Expiry time Destinations must postpone processing a lnessage until it is certain that no
other message with an earlier timestamp will be accepted. A problem with timing failures is that slow senders may keep adding lIlessages with early timestamps to the queue. In the second protocol, this is countered by defining an expi"y time X. Before contributing to the decision, receivers check if their local time is past T + x. If not, they increase a counter.
Receivers are only allowed to change the decision if a majority of the receivers has seen the message before the expiry time (i.e. the counter is 2: I')' If the sender is too slow, most receivers will observe that their clock is past the expiry time. Thus, the decision will not be modified, and the message is rejected. The value of X should be such that, for a message from an intact sender, intact receivers wait long enough to establish a quorum: X 2: t.s + p + nOd + 2E.
Scanning the message queue The possibility of slow senders raIses another problem. Intact receivers that scan the queue for the "ea.rliest" unread message may not come up with the same message. If they simply wait for a quorum t.o be formed, the system might even oeadlock. Instead, receivers should keep scanning the message queue for newly added messages, while wa.iting until a delay time has passed.
Protocol description
The decision field is extended to a 4-tuple (l1"d. mop, LD, D) . The 4-t.uple is initialized by the sender to (0, 0, 0, .1). The int.eger nrd is a counter for the Humber of receivers that have taken part in the decision. Likewise, nxp counts the receivers t.hat. saw the message before the expiry time. The flag LD represents the group decision tha.!. is being made locally, i.e. in this copy. It may be changed by a receiver as long as 11I'd is less than It. D is a flag that contains a final decision that has been lllade previollsly. If a receiver has witnessed a decision in a. previous copy, it writes that decision into the D field. This decision overrides the value of LD: if D # .1, the decision in this copy is determined by D, otherwise it is determined by LD. If D is still equal to .1 when a quorum has been formed, the value of LD is copied into D.
The Send procedure is the same as in the first protocol. Only the Receive procedure is different.
The Receive procedure must ensure tha.t. it is impossible for a fast receiver to cause the rejection of a rnessage from an inta.ct sender. To achieve this, the private decisions of receivers are compared (the set of flag values is ordered, with .1 < ° < 1). A receiver is only allowed to write its decision into the LD field if it is la.rger than the current value of LD (i.e. "reject" may be overwritten with "accept"). It is crucial that testing the values in t.he decision field and subsequentially updating them (lines 12-1·5 and 30-33, is executed as an atomic step. An interleaving of these operations by two receivers may cause LD to change after nrc! has reached a value of It.
lt should be noted, furthermore, that in the pseudo-corle above there are no provisions for the crash of a copy while the receiver is operating on it" If this happens, the receiver should move on to the next copy.
The two decision fields D and LD may seem snperfinons, bnt they are necessary for consistency. Suppose a. faulty sender writes a. Illessage in all copies, and pa.llses before having set any a-flag. When the intact receivers arc execut.ing t,he Receive on M 2 , the sender resumes action. In ]VI " the decision will be 0, as the receivers see a cleared a-flag. Assume, furthermore, that there is a receiver that has not seen the decision in .~1, (because of a crash of that copy). In M 2 , this receiver may set LD to 1, if it finds t.he a-flag set. Without the D field to override LD, this scenario leads t.o different. group decisions in !H, and M 2 , which makes the protocol incorrect.
Correctness of the second protocol
Theorem 2 The second protocol satisfies the four requirements of conse11SU8, validity, ordering and bounded time.
Proof:
Consensus: First, it should be observed that ill each copy, the value of D is set only once.
This value # .l, since it is either being copied from LD, or from a previous copy. The former case result,s in ° or I, since LD olll.I' takes 011 these values. The latter case follows from the fonner b,y induction on the copies.
Second, the variable firstD, which el'entually holds a receiver's decision, only changes when the value of D is read into it. This value is always read after D has been written.
Let jj;[x be the first intact. copy from which all intact receivers read the value of D (Le. execute "firstD := D" at line :H), and let u be this value. fiy the failure assumption, there is such a copy. Since the value in firstD is o\'erwritten each time the receiver executes "firstD := D", it is not important. what took place in the copies before Mx. In later copies, the value of D is not stored in firstD until a quorum has been formed. Every receiver that does this must ha.ve read v from 11[:1:, a.nd will therefore write v into D. Hence, firstD does not change after M, .. : all intact receivers decide on v.
Validity: If the sender is intact, any intact receiver will increase nxp in the first intact copy.
Due to the subsequent delay of c, nxp will be :::: I' when the first int.act receiver reads the a-flag. Since lllore thau half of the receivers remain intact, at least one of them is among the receivers that form the quorum. This intact receiver finds the a-flag set and ensures that LD is set to 1 before incrementing ll]'cL so t.hat the message is accepted.
Ordel'ing: Receivers can safely process a message after local time T + X + f. If, afterwards, a message with a,n earlier t,imestamp is found in I,lie queue, no intact receiver will increase nxp. Consequentially, nxp will not reach t.he valuc of I': LD remains equal to 0, and the earlier ruessage will not he accept.ed. Therefore, the tirnesta,lllp ordering is consistent even in the presence of senders with timing failures. As can be seen from the table, the lllaximulll execution times are linearly dependent on the number of copies. Other factors sllch as the number of connected processes do not affect these figures. In practice however, the influence of these factors will probably be expressed in the maximum til11e for simple rea.ding a.nd writing of common memory, which we have taken as a. constant.
Comparison with other protocols
Because the protocols use common lllemory for message transfer instead of the usual communication channels, it is hard to make a qualltitative comparison with other protocols. For example, the efficiency of link-based protocols is usually expressed in the numher of overhead ll1essages. However, it is possible to compare sOllie cha.ra.cteristics: Tolerated failure classes. l\'lost known protocols are only resilient to crash failures of processors, and to omission failllTes of the network. An exception is [Cris89] , where three protocols are presented, providing resilience to omission, timing, and authentication-detectable response failures, respectively. delivery delay on ba.sic message transmission, hence the execution time for the ent.ire protocol is unbounded. However, with the assumption of hounded delay, [BirmS7] a.lso satisfies the requirelnent. In [Chan84] , a bound on worst-ca.se execution t.ime is sa.crificed for efficiency in avera.ge ca.ses.
In [Cris89] . the upper bound depends on the diameter of the communication network; in 
I')
Delivery latency. The delivery latency is the time between the actual reception of a message at a. destination processor, and the time at which it is made available to the receiving process. In our protocols, receivers are llOt. allowed to read a message itnmediately after it is written in a mailbox copy. Instead, they must wait until some time after the send operation has been completed.
In [Cris89] , receivers must postpone processing a message until it is certain that every intact destination has received it. Cristian's first protocol, which can be compared to our first protocol, has a similar delivery latency. The latency of Cristian's second protocol, tolerating timing failures, va.ries with the product t.f. [n the round-based protocol in [Birm87}, destinations must delay the delivery of a messa.ge for up to three times the maximum communication delay. Furthermore, the protocol depends on the cooperation of all destinations to keep the delivery latency low. Finally, the protocol in [Chan84] has a delivery latency of zero, except when messages are received out of order.
Summarizing, we conclude that our prot.ocols have properties similar to that of known (LANbased) protocols} while retaining the a.dva.nt.ages of mailbox communication.
Conclusion
In this paper, two protocols for reliable lIlulticast with replicat.ed mailboxes have been presented. The first protocol suffices if processes are fail-silent. The second protocol can also tolerate process tilning failures.
The probability of failure of a1\ copies of a mailhox was assumed to be zero; in practice, it can be reduced to a negligible value by creating a sufficient number of copies. Both protocols can tolerate an arbitrary number of sender failures. The number of receiver failures that can be tolerated differs: for the first protocol, it can he <'Irbit.rary: the second protocol requires tha.t 1nore than half of the receivers remains inta.ct. Execntion tiT11es are bounded, and vary only linearly with the llUTI1ber of copies.
As yet., the number of copies is deterlllined at: mailhox creation time, and does not change thereafter. The possibility to replace failed copies is a subject. of further research. Future work also includes an implement.ation of the PI·ot.ocols on t.he EMPS system [Dijk92] .
A Protocol extensions A.I Dynamic multicast groups
The protocols tha.t were presented in the previous sections assumed tha.t multica.st groups arc static. The set of receivers is thought to he knowil a.t lllailbox creation time l and is only changed by a receiver crash. HOWCYCf, it. is possihle to make gronp membership dynamic. Two more prilnitives are needed: the Join procedure t.o add a. receiver to the gronp, and the Leave procedure to r81110ve a receiver.
vVe require that Joins and Leaves are consist.cnt,. That. is, for a Join there must be a point in rea.l tilne, a.fter which every message that is sent. contains the new receiver in its list of d-flags. Analogously, for each Leave there IIl1lst be a. point. after which 110 message has ad-flag for that receiver.
To enable dynamic group lllell1bership~ the recei\'er list lllllst be modified. Each entry in that list not only contains the PI]), bllt also two timesta.mps: all entry t.imesta.mp, indicating the tilne at which the receiver becalne a lllcmbcr~ and all edt timestamp, containing the time at which the receiver left the group. Senders create a d-flag for a receiver if the timestamp of the message lies between the entry and exit timestamps (assuming an exit timestamp of infinity if the receiver has not yet left the group).
A Join operation consists of calculoting the entry timestamp, and then adding an entry to the receiver list in every copy. The entry timestamp is determined as follows. If a process starts a Join operation at local time T, then at time T + D.j it has finished. Thus, for any message with a timestamp larger than T + D.j + f it. is certain that the receiver is ready to read the message.
The exit timestamp is determined iu an analogous way.
Join procedure A process that wants to join the multicast. group must first ask the mailbox server for the location of the mailbox. If it is permitted to join the group, it gets references to the mailbox copies. Then it calculates its entr"' timestamp. After that, it adds its PID to the receiver list in each mailbox copy. Leave procedure Leaving the lllult;icast group is analogous to joining. When the process has determined the exit timestamp, it modifies its entry in the receiver list. After completing the leave operation, the recciver must read the lluread mcssages that have an earlier tilnestamp. If process timing failures are included in the failllre hypothesis, the Join and Leave procedures are not suitable for the second protocol. The ahove claims hold no longer. That is, they are only valid for messages sent by intact sen del's. Prohlems may occur if the sender experiences tinling fajlures. It Inay ha.ppen that jn some messa.ge there is no d-flag for a certain receiver, even though the receiver has completed a .Join (and is intact), and the message has a timestamp that is later than the entry time. I'his means that the receiver does not take part in the group decision. It may even be unahle to read thc message, since the message is deleted if all d -flags are set. Fortunately, two minor modifica.tiolls suffice to make the Join amI Leave correct. First, a new receiver should "listen in". That is: it ShOllld read a message if t.he timestamp is later than its entry time, even if there is no d-flag. A hsence of a d-flag only mea.ns that the receiver should not modify the decision field. Second, it. must be ensured t.hat such messages remain ava.ilable to the receiver. This is done by postponing the removal of a message until 2., + 2., + 2c after the timestamp (i.e. 0.,. + ( time units aftel' t.he receiving could be started).
This time interval is enough for any intact. rcceiver to finish the reading of the message.
A.2 Inter-node multicast
Typically, processors in a shared-tnemory s:vstem access the common men10ry through a bus. This is a limitation compa.red to LAN-based protocols, since the physica.! distance between processors on a common bus must be kept low. For some <'Ipplication such as process control, this is a serious disadvantage.
EMPS, the hardware on which DEDOS is being built. is not a pure shared-memory system. The highest level consists of nodes, interCOIl1lectcd by a LA N. Each node contains a number of processors and memory-modules, counected to a common bns [Dijk92J. The multicast protocols as they ha.ve been described in this paper can only be used 011 EMPS if all senders and receivers are located on the same node.
It is possible to extend the protocols to perform inter-node multica.st, i.e. to include "remote" processes in a multicast group. Each relllot.e process must sta.rt a "slave" process which resides on the same node as the mailhox copies. Hequests for operations are transmitted via the LAN to the slave process, which performs the actual multicast. After completion, the results are sent back to the remote process. If the LAN offers a reliable datagram service between the master and the slave, the multicast is also reliahle. The bounded-time properties can be retained as well, provided t,hat the datagram service has a hounded execution time.
